Opera By Disguise
Interactive Opera at its Best
From the creators of The Rat Pack’s Back comes a
brand new innovative and interactive show.
A Guest Speaker and his Beautiful Wife mingle with
unsuspecting guests before taking their seats at the VIP
table. Meanwhile, an Average Joe acquaints himself
with the room and his fellow unassuming guests. The
event now underway, your three guests-in-disguise
settle in with their infiltration…
Taking the stage, the Guest Speaker is introduced and begins his speech. Much to the audience’s
surprise, amid the apparently professional monologue, the Guest Speaker remarkably breaks into
singing an outstanding aria.
With some help from the audience, the speaker’s Beautiful Wife is encouraged to join him on
stage. After a little coercing, the couple perform a spectacular operatic duet!
Average Joe leaps to his feet in the audience with cries of ‘Bravo, bravo!’ Showing his
appreciation, he jumps up on a chair launching into to a stirring, unique rendition of Waltzing
Matilda.
The three performers then join forces singing a mix of operatic and contemporary songs, with
spine tingling results!
This brand new Australian production incorporates great singing, humour and of course the secret
ingredient of audience participation. Employing some of the best performers in Australia, Opera by
Disguise ensures a true operatic experience encompassing some of the world’s most loved arias
entwining great laughs along the way.

Client testimonials
audience had seen it all, so it was wonderful for us to be able to wow them yet again.
“ Our
With three such amazing talents working the room, the audience can’t help but be
entertained.
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- Mercedes Car Group

by Disguise is not just a unique act but (they) are gifted & talented sopranos & tenors
“ Opera
as good as you will hear anywhere in the world today. Their ability to blend in & be part of the
crowd is professional & polished. We deceived 100% of our audience, with 1 x VIP guest
convinced he was going to fly to Italy & meet Maria's sister & another inviting them to his
hotel for Dinner when Maria & Marco returned to Australia. We will certainly being booking
Opera by Disguise again.
- Tooheys
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